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Federal holidays, submit to the nearest FAA 
Flight Standards District Office a complete 
report of the operations or the aircraft in-
volved in the deviation, including a descrip-
tion of the deviation and the reasons there-
fore. 

5. Duration. This SFAR No. 61–2 shall re-
main in effect until further notice. 

[Doc. No. 26380, 60 FR 49139, Sept. 21, 1995]

SPECIAL FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATION 
NO. 65–1—PROHIBITION AGAINST CER-
TAIN FLIGHTS BETWEEN THE UNITED 
STATES AND LIBYA 

1. Applicability. This Special Federal Avia-
tion Regulation (SFAR) No. 65–1 applies to 
all aircraft operations originating from, 
landing in, or overflying the territory of the 
United States. 

2. Special flight restrictions. Except as 
provided in paragraphs 3 and 4 of this SFAR 
No. 65–1— 

(a) No person shall operate an aircraft on a 
flight to any point in Libya, or to any inter-
mediate point on a flight where the ultimate 
destination is any point in Libya or that in-
cludes a landing at any point in Libya in its 
intended itinerary, from any point in the 
United States; 

(b) No person shall operate an aircraft on a 
flight to any point in the United States from 
any point in Libya, or from any intermediate 
point on a flight where the origin is in 
Libya, or from any point on a flight which 
includes a departure from any point in Libya 
in its intended itinerary; or 

(c) No person shall operate an aircraft over 
the territory of the United States if that air-
craft’s flight itinerary includes any landing 
at or departure from any point in Libya. 

3. Permitted operations. This SFAR shall 
not prohibit the flight operations between 
the United States and Libya described in sec-
tion 2 of this SFAR by an aircraft authorized 
to conduct such operations by the United 
States Government in consultation with the 
committee established by UN Security Coun-
cil Resolution 748 (1992), as affirmed by UN 
Security Council Resolution 883 (1993). 

4. Emergency situations. In an emergency 
that requires immediate decision and action 
for the safety of the flight, the pilot in com-
mand of an aircraft may deviate from this 
SFAR to the extent required by that emer-
gency. Except for U.S. air carriers and com-
mercial operators that are subject to the re-
quirements of 14 CFR 121.557, 121.559, or 
135.19, each person who deviates from this 
rule shall, within ten (10) days of the devi-
ation, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and 
Federal holidays, submit to the nearest FAA 
Flight Standards District Office a complete 
report of the operations or the aircraft in-
volved in the deviation, including a descrip-

tion of the deviation and the reasons there-
for. 

5. Duration. This SFAR No. 65–1 shall re-
main in effect until further notice. 

[SFAR 65–1, 60 FR 48644, Sept. 20, 1995]

SPECIAL FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATION 
NO. 71—SPECIAL OPERATING RULES 
FOR AIR TOUR OPERATORS IN THE 
STATE OF HAWAII 

Section 1. Applicability. This Special Federal 
Aviation Regulation prescribes operating 
rules for airplane and helicopter visual flight 
rules air tour flights conducted in the State 
of Hawaii under 14 CFR parts 91, 121, and 135. 
This rule does not apply to: 

(a) Operations conducted under 14 CFR 
part 121 in airplanes with a passenger seating 
configuration of more than 30 seats or a pay-
load capacity of more than 7,500 pounds. 

(b) Flights conducted in gliders or hot air 
balloons. 

Section 2. Definitions. For the purposes of 
this SFAR: 

‘‘Air tour’’ means any sightseeing flight 
conducted under visual flight rules in an air-
plane or helicopter for compensation or hire. 

‘‘Air tour operator’’ means any person who 
conducts an air tour. 

Section 3. Helicopter flotation equipment. No 
person may conduct an air tour in Hawaii in 
a single-engine helicopter beyond the shore 
of any island, regardless of whether the heli-
copter is within gliding distance of the 
shore, unless: 

(a) The helicopter is amphibious or is 
equipped with floats adequate to accomplish 
a safe emergency ditching and approved flo-
tation gear is easily accessible for each occu-
pant; or 

(b) Each person on board the helicopter is 
wearing approved flotation gear. 

Section 4. Helicopter performance plan. Each 
operator must complete a performance plan 
before each helicopter air tour flight. The 
performance plan must be based on the infor-
mation in the Rotorcraft Flight Manual 
(RFM), considering the maximum density al-
titude for which the operation is planned for 
the flight to determine the following: 

(a) Maximum gross weight and center of 
gravity (CG) limitations for hovering in 
ground effect; 

(b) Maximum gross weight and CG limita-
tions for hovering out of ground effect; and, 

(c) Maximum combination of weight, alti-
tude, and temperature for which height-ve-
locity information in the RFM. is valid. 

The pilot in command (PIC) must comply 
with the performance plan. 

Section 5. Helicopter operating limitations. 
Except for approach to and transition from a 
hover, the PIC shall operate the helicopter 
at a combination of height and forward speed 
(including hover) that would permit a safe 
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landing in event of engine power loss, in ac-
cordance with the height-speed envelope for 
that helicopter under current weight and air-
craft altitude. 

Section 6. Minimum flight altitudes. Except 
when necessary for takeoff and landing, or 
operating in compliance with an air traffic 
control clearance, or as otherwise authorized 
by the Administrator, no person may con-
duct an air tour in Hawaii: 

(a) Below an altitude of 1,500 feet above the 
surface over all areas of the State of Hawaii, 
and, 

(b) Closer than 1,500 feet to any person or 
property; or, 

(c) Below any altitude prescribed by fed-
eral statute or regulation. 

Section 7. Passenger briefing. Before takeoff, 
each PIC of an air tour flight of Hawaii with 
a flight segment beyond the ocean shore of 
any island shall ensure that each passenger 
has been briefed on the following, in addition 
to requirements set forth in 14 CFR 91.107, 
121.571, or 135.117: 

(a) Water ditching procedures; 
(b) Use of required flotation equipment; 

and 
(c) Emergency egress from the aircraft in 

event of a water landing. 
Section 8. Termination date. This Special 

Federal Aviation Regulation expires on Oc-
tober 26, 2003. 

[SFAR 71, 59 FR 49145, Sept. 26, 1994, as 
amended at 60 FR 65913, Dec. 20, 1995; 62 FR 
58859, Oct. 30, 1997; 65 FR 58612, Sept. 29, 2000]

SPECIAL FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATION 
NO. 77—PROHIBITION AGAINST CER-
TAIN FLIGHTS WITHIN THE TERRI-
TORY AND AIRSPACE OF IRAQ 

1. Applicability. This rule applies to the fol-
lowing persons: 

(a) All U.S. air carriers or commercial op-
erators; 

(b) All persons exercising the privileges of 
an airman certificate issued by the FAA ex-
cept such persons operating U.S.-registered 
aircraft for a foreign air carrier; or 

(c) All operators of aircraft registered in 
the United States except where the operator 
of such aircraft is a foreign air carrier. 

2. Flight prohibition. Except as provided in 
paragraphs 3 and 4 of this SFAR, no person 
described in paragraph 1 may conduct flight 
operations over or within the territory and 
airspace of Iraq. 

3. Permitted operations. This SFAR does not 
prohibit persons described in paragraph 1 
from conducting flight operations over or 
within the territory and airspace of Iraq 
where such operations are authorized either 
by exemption issued by the Administrator or 
by another agency of the United States Gov-
ernment. 

4. Emergency situations. In an emergency 
that requires immediate decision and action 
for the safety of the flight, the pilot in com-
mand of an aircraft may deviate from this 
SFAR to the extent required by that emer-
gency. Except for U.S. air carriers or com-
mercial operators that are subject to the re-
quirements of 14 CFR parts 119, 121, or 135, 
each person who deviates from this rule 
shall, within ten (10) days of the deviation, 
excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and Federal 
holidays, submit to the nearest FAA Flight 
Standards District Office a complete report 
of the operations of the aircraft involved in 
the deviation including a description of the 
deviation and the reasons therefore. 

5. Expiration. This Special Federal Aviation 
Regulation will remain in effect until fur-
ther notice. 

[Doc. No. 28691, 61 FR 54021, Oct. 16, 1996]

SPECIAL FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATION 
NO. 78—SPECIAL OPERATING RULES 
FOR COMMERCIAL AIR TOUR OPERA-
TORS IN THE VICINITY OF THE ROCKY 
MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK

Section 1. Applicability. This Special Fed-
eral Aviation Regulation prescribes oper-
ating rules for commercial air tour flight op-
erations within the lateral boundaries of the 
Rocky Mountain National Park, CO. 

Sec. 2. Definition. For the purpose of this 
SFAR: ‘‘commercial air tour’’ means: the op-
eration of an aircraft carrying passengers for 
compensation or hire for aerial sightseeing. 

Sec. 3. Restriction. No person may conduct 
a commercial air tour operation in the air-
space over Rocky Mountain National Park, 
CO. 

Expiration: This SFAR will expire on the 
adoption of a final rule in Docket No. 27643. 

[Doc. No. 28577, 62 FR 1205, Jan. 8, 1997]

EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: By Doc. No. FAA–
2001–8690, 67 FR 65667, Oct. 25, 2002, Special 
Federal Aviation Regulation No. 78, was re-
moved, effective Jan. 23, 2003.

SPECIAL FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATION 
NO. 79—PROHIBITION AGAINST CER-
TAIN FLIGHTS WITHIN THE FLIGHT 
INFORMATION REGION (FIR) OF THE 
DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF 
KOREA (DPRK) 

1. Applicability. This rule applies to the fol-
lowing persons: 

(a) All U.S. air carriers or commercial op-
erators. 

(b) All persons exercising the privileges of 
an airman certificate issued by the FAA, ex-
cept such persons operating U.S.-registered 
aircraft for a foreign air carrier. 
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